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Abstract.
The algorithm in [Itoga 81] for solving the shortest common supersequence problem

is revisited, and the algorithm is extended to produce a representative shortest common
supersequence.10
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1. Introduction.

In [Itoga 81], a generalization of the string-to-string correction problem is15

presented, and the special cases of allowing only delete or insert operations are
considered. The case where only delete operations are allowed is shown to solve
the longest common subsequence (lcs) problem, and the case where only insert
operations are allowed is shown to solve the shortest common supersequence
(scs) problem. Algorithms are given for determining the cost of solving the lcs20

and scs  problems, and formulas are given for finding the length of the lcs or scs.
An algorithm is given for finding a representative lcs .

In this paper, the general algorithm for determining the cost of solving the scs

problem is revisited and restated, and an algorithm is given to produce a
representative scs. In section 2, we quickly review the index function !  and the25

lcs  algorithm, as background for the selection of a proper index function for the
scs algorithm in section 3. Some modifications to the algorithm are discussed in
section 4, and the algorithm is restated. An algorithm for producing a
representative scs is given in section 5. It is strongly recommended that the
reader be familiar with [Itoga 81] since this paper is written as an extension to30

that work.
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2. A review of the LCS algorithm.

In [Itoga 81] Algorithm 6, the index function !  is defined such that for any
integers   i  and   j and any finite set of integers   K ,

35

    
! i, j,K( ) =

j if i "K
j # 1 if i $K
%
&
'

In the notation used in the algorithm, the function     ! i1 , i2 ,…, im ,K( )  represents
the sequence     ! 1, i1 ,K( ), ! 2, i2 ,K( ),…, ! m, im ,K( ) .

The purpose of this function is, for a given a set of substrings, to return an
index into the   C  (cost) array that represents the cost of merging the substrings,40

with respect to a particular symbol. For each symbol   a"(  that occurs at the end
of one or more substrings, a set   K  is constructed that contains the indexes of the
substrings that end in   a. We assume that the symbol   a will appear in the lcs , on
the expectation that   a will appear further on in the strings whose substrings do
not end in   a, and thus any other symbol presently occurring at the end of these45

substrings cannot appear in the lcs . The cost of merging this set of substrings,
when assuming the symbol   a will be in the lcs , is the cost of merging the full
length of the substrings ending in   a (thus   j is returned as the index value for
these substrings) with the other substrings shortened by one symbol (thus     j # 1 is
returned for the other substrings), plus the cost of the deletions:   m # K( )cd . The50

minimum cost, for all   a"(  occurring at the ends of the substrings, is then stored
in the   C  array for the current set of substrings.

The reason that the full length of the substring is used by the !  function to
select the cost index for substrings ending in   a, is that in case   a does not  appear
in the lcs , the cost of deleting the symbol   a will be included in the total cost of55

the merge. If, however,   a is in the lcs , then somewhere along the minimal cost
path the merge of substrings all ending in   a will occur; for this case, the
algorithm uses a different index function,     )! j( ) = j # 1, since we know that   a is in

the lcs , and there are no deletions. Thus the cost entries involving merging   a
with other symbols cannot appear in the minimal cost path, and do not60

contribute to the total cost of the merge.
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The initialization phase (6.1) of the lcs  algorithm uses the fact that the lcs  of a
set of strings that includes a null string is the null string in order to pre-calculate
the   C  array entries for all indexes where at least one substring is of length zero.
(Which can be considered as initializing the axial faces of the m-dimensional65

subsequence space.) This allows the editing phase (6.2) of the lcs  algorithm to
begin the index iteration bounds at one, which prevents the !  function from
producing negative index values. The case where all substrings end in the
symbol   a must be handled as an exception in the algorithm, since it uses a
different index function.70

3. The SCS algorithm revisited.

Algorithm 8 in [Itoga 81] produces a   C  array for the scs problem on two
strings. The problem of finding the scs of two strings degenerates into an
algorithm similar to that used to find the lcs  of two strings.

However, determining the cost of merging more than two strings into an scs75

must be considered anew. The difference is that, while the lcs problem is
resolved by deleting all non-common symbols and the scs problem by inserting

non-common symbols, a minimal solution to the scs problem must also consider
partially-common symbols, those symbols common to a subset of the strings.

As in the lcs  algorithm, we must determine an index function that will return80

the appropriate index into the   C  array that represents the cost of merging the set
of substrings. Since the only editing operation allowed is insertion, we must
make the set of substrings match by inserting symbols that do not occur in all
substrings. For a symbol   a"(  occurring at the end of one or more substrings,   a
is simply retained; for any substring with another symbol occurring at the end,85

the symbol   a is added to that substring. The cost of merging this set of substrings
will include no extra cost for merging those substrings ending in   a, since   a is in
the scs (thus     j # 1 is returned as the index value for these substrings), the cost of
merging the full substrings not ending in   a (thus   j is returned for these
substrings), plus the cost of the insertions:   m # K( )ci  .90
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Thus, for the scs algorithm, we define an index function *  such that for any
integers   i  and   j and any finite set of integers   K ,

    
* i, j,K( ) =

j # 1 if i "K
j if i $K
%
&
'

As before, for the algorithm the function     * i1 , i2 ,…, im ,K( )  represents the95

sequence     * 1, i1 ,K( ), * 2, i2 ,K( ),…, * m, im ,K( ) .

4. The SCS algorithm restated.

The initialization of the   C  array can take advantage of the fact that the scs of a
set of strings, where all strings but one are the null string, is the non-null string,
and the cost of inserting the symbols into the null strings is m # 1( )ci scs  . This is100

used to calculate the   C  array entries where all indexes are zero and where all
indexes but one are zero. (Which can be considered as initializing the axial edges
of the m-dimensional subsequence space.) Since we must start the editing phase
index iteration bounds at zero, it simplifies the algorithm to merge the
initialization and editing phases.105

In order to produce a representative scs, we modify this algorithm to keep
track of the “linkage” of how each element of the   C  array was determined from
other elements of the   C  array. We introduce an additional m-dimensional array

  L  whose elements are associated with elements of   C  and which contain the
index of the   C  element selected in the minimal cost computation for the110

associated element of   C .
We can now restate the scs  algorithm using the index function *  and the

proper initialization conditions. Since the *  function naturally handles the case

where all substrings end in the same symbol, no explicit test for this case is
necessary. The notation is modified to distinguish between function arguments115

and array element references: the expression     i1 , i2 ,…, im[ ] represents a sequence of

indexes that form a reference to an element of an array. The elements of the
linkage array   L  are themselves array element references, and thus may be nested
to obtain a reference to a reference to an element of an array.
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SCS algorithm.120

      

for i1 + 0 to X1 , i2 + 0 to X2 ,…, im + 0 to Xm( )
if ij " i1,i2 ,…, im{ }( ) , 0 - i1,i2 ,…, im{ } # ij{ } = 0{ }( )

then C i1 , i2 ,…, im[ ]+ m # 1( )ci ij

L i1 , i2 ,…, im[ ]+ max 0, il # 1( )1. l . m[ ]
else C i1 , i2 ,…, im[ ]+

min
a"(

C * i1 , i2 ,…, im ,K( )[ ] + m # K( )ci K = k Xk /ik 0 = a{ } 1 2{ }
L i1 , i2 ,…, im[ ]+ * i1 , i2 ,…, im ,K( )K satisfies min

a"(
…{ } for C i1 , i2 ,…, im[ ]3

45
6
78

end for

5. Producing a representative SCS.

Since the   L  array contains a linkage of the minimal costs of the string merge, if
we begin at the “furthest” vertex of the m-dimensional subsequence space,125

X1 , X2 ,…, Xm[ ], and backtrack by using the   L  array elements as new array

element references into   L , we obtain a linkage sequence of array element
references ending with 0,0,…,0[ ]. The following picture shows a representation

of this linkage in the   L  array (created from the three string example below).
130

L
m = 3( )

0,0,…, 0[ ]

X1 , X2 ,…, Xm[ ]

By reversing this linkage sequence and examining the change in indexes
between successive references, a sequence of sets of symbols from the strings can
be created by treating the indexes that changed between successive references as135
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substring indexes. These constitute a partitioning of the strings. Since the
partitions contain partially-common symbols, the maximum width of a partition
is one symbol and the set of symbols in a partition is a single symbol. It follows
that the linkage sequence determines a representative scs, and the number of
references in the linkage sequence is equal to the length of the scs.140

The following example may help clarify the above statements. Three strings,
talmnbcxd , rsaonbe, and uapbxfg, were merged using the above algorithm.
The   L  array was dimensioned as   0..9,0..7,0..7[ ], and contained an internal

linkage that appears in the picture above. The first few references in the linkage
sequence, after reversing, were: 0,0,0[ ], 0,0,1[ ], 1,0,1[ ], 1,1,1[ ], 1,2,1[ ], 2,3,2[ ],….145

Between the first two references the only index to change is     i3 , yielding the
symbol     X3 /10  (u). Between the second and third reference the index     i1 changes,
yielding     X1/10 (t). The change in the next reference yields     X2 /10  (r), and the
change in the next reference after that yields X2 /20  (s). Between the fifth and
sixth references all three indexes change, yielding X1/20 , X2 /30  and X3 /20  (a).150

All three of these symbols match, as the symbol is common to all three strings.
Continuing the above process, partitions are determined by the change in

index between each reference in the linkage sequence. The picture below shows
the partitioning of the three strings; the strings are stacked to clarify which
symbols in a partition came from which strings.155

t a l m n b c x d

r s a o n b e

u a p b x f g

By taking the symbols from each partition in order, a representative scs can
now be determined: utrsapolmnbcxfged. Although the above example also
contains the lcs  (ab) among the partitions, this is not always the case. For160

example, when the above three strings are merged with the string axb, the lcs  is
not preserved.
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The above process uses a reversed linkage sequence for clarity. However, the
process can also follow the linkage sequence in backtracking order, which yields
the same partitions. The following algorithm produces a shortest common165

subsequence in reverse order.

Representative SCS algorithm.

      

i1 , i2 ,…, im + X1 , X2 ,…, Xm

while ik 1. k . m, ik > 0{ } 1 2( )
print Xj /ij 01. j . m, L i1 , i2 ,…, im[ ] j[ ] > L L i1 , i2 ,…, im[ ][ ] j[ ]{ }
i1 , i2 ,…, im + L i1 , i2 ,…, im[ ]

end while
170
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